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IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

(ulIEsrERN CAPE HIGH COURT, CAPE TOWN)

ln the matter between:

EI'ELYN WILHELII'IINA PEASE

PROGRESSIVE PRINCIPALS ASSOGIATION

CASE NO: . .....113

First Applicant

Second Applicant

and

GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA First Respondent

iilNISTER OF BASIC EDUGATION Second Respondent

MEC FOR EDUCATION: EASTERN CAPE Third Respondent

IUEC FOR EDUCATION: FREE STATE Fourth Respondent

MEC FOR EDUCATION: GAUTENG Fifth Respondent

[,tEC FOR EDUGATION: KWAZULU-NATAL Sixth Respondent

MEC FOR EDUCATION: LIMPOPO Seventh Respondent

MEC FOR EDUCATTON: iIPUMA!-ANGA Eighth Respondent

mEG FOR EDUCATION: NORTHERN GAPE Ninth Respondent

MEG FOR EDUCATTON: NORTH UVEST Tenth Respondent

illEG FOR EDUCATION: WESTERN CAPE Eleventh Respondent

NAflONAL MINISTER OF FINANCE Twelfth Respondent

NATIONAL MINISTER OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT Thirteenth Respondent

PUBLIC PROTEGTOR Fourteenth Respondent

SOUTH AFRICAN HUMAN RIGHTS GOMMISSION Fifteenth Respondent

AUDITOR-GENERAL Sixteenth Respondent

FOUNDING AFFIDAVIT
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1. l, the undersigned

EVELYN WILHELMINA (aka Jean) PEASE

confirm and state under oath as follows:

I am a retired adult female educator, residing at 25 Joumefs End, Hibiscus

Road, Gordon's Bay, Westem Cape.

THE APPLICANTS

3. I am the First Applicant herein. I have the following educational

qualifications: B.Sc (Rhodes); U.E.D (Unisa); Mercy Montessori Diploma

(Foundation Phase); BAdmin. Hons (School of Government, U\Arc); PAGT

Organisational Development Diploma; M. Phil Adult Education (UCT):

lncomplete - thesis outstanding. I annex hereto, marked 'EP 1", my

cuniculum vitae. I submit that I am qualified, by virtue of my education and

considerable work experience in the field of education, to express opinions

as an expert on matters pertaining to the basic education of leamers.

4. Certain of the facts set out in this affidavit do not fall within my personal

knowledge, but are matters of public record or common knowledge within the

public domain or within the specialised feld of education. ln each instance I
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indicate the source of the information on which I rely and annex the relevant

document or refer to it. The allegations I make, which I verily believe to be

Eue, are based on the contents of:

4.1. officialor public reports and records;

4.2. articles and stratements published in the press;

4.3. academic research, books, studies and papers;

4.4- official statistics or published statistics and figures capable of easy

verffication;

4.5. matters of conmon knou/edge which are capable of easy

verification;

where I have attached copies of documents to which I refer in this

affidavit I have highlighted the main points of relevance; the whole of

each such document will be relied on in the presentation of the

Applicants' case.

4.6.

5. Where I advance legal submissions, I do so, on the advice of the Applicants'

legalrepresentatives, which advice I believe to be sound.

6. The Second Applicant is the Progressive Principals Association ("PPA"), an

association of principals of primary and high schools in the Western Cape-

AM
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7. The vision of the Second Applicant, founded in 2011, is to support and

create a truly non-racial and non-sexist education system in which there is a

levelling of the educational playing fields and to provide support for like

minded teachers, non-teaching staff and students.

8. The subsidiary aim of $e Second Applicant is to stand up for the poor and to

hold the national and provincial education deparfrnents accountable- This we

seek to do in this application.

9. The Second Applicant is a body corporate with perpetual succession, with

the power to sue and be sued in its orn name and it is an organisation not

for gain.

ft specifically has power to take legal action on behalf of its members, I

annex hereto, marked "EP 2", a confirmatory affdavit signed by Riyaadh

Najaar on behalf of the Second Applican[ to which is annexed a copy of an

extract ftom the minutes of the meeting of Second Applicant at which it

resolved to be a co-applicant in these proceedings.

10.
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11.

THE RESPONDENTS

The First Respondent is the GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIG OF

SOUTH AFRICA. lt bears constitutional and statutory responsibilities in

respect of the provision, adminisfration and funding of public schools in

South Africa and it must under section 7(2) of the Constitr.rtion respect

protect promote and fulfilthe right of everyone to basic education.

The Semnd Respondent is the MINISTER OF BASIG EDUCATION ("the

MINISTER'). She bears constitutional and statutory responsibilities in

respect of the provision of basic education, the administration and funding of

public schools arising particularly from the Constitution, the South African

Schools Act 84 of 1996 and the National Education Policy Act27 of 1996.

The Third to Eleventh Respondents are the MECs FOR BASIC

EDUCATION in each of the nine provinces. They bear constitutional and

statutory responsibilities in respecf of the provision, administration and

funding of public schools in their respective provinces, arising from the

Constitution and the South African Schools Act 84 of 1996. They are sued as

representatives of their respective provincial governments in this application

given the concunent national and provincial legislative competence under

Part A of Schedule 4 to the Constitution in respect of "Education at atl levels,

excluding tertiary education" - a topic to which this application relates.

12.
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The Twetfth Respondent is the NATIONAL MINISTER OF FINANCE. He

bears statutory responsibility for the financial management of govemment

afiairs, formulating the budget, and developing economic policy. He is joined

for such interest as he may have in the relief sought in this application. No

relief is sought against him.

The Thirteenth Respondent is the NAilONAL MINISTER OF SOGIAL

DEVELOPilENT. She bears the statutory responsibility in respect of social

development, social protection and social welfare services to all South

Africans and others living in South Africa. She is joined for such interest as

she may have in the relief sought in this application. No relief is sotXght

against her save to the extent that she may be implicated in the proper

provision of early childhood development services for all as a ne@ssary

precursor to the proper provision of basic education.

The Fourteenth Respondent is the PUBLIC PROTECTOR. She bears the

statutory responsibility to investigate any conduct in state affairs, or in the

public administration in any sphere of govemment, that is alleged or

suspected to be improper or to result in any impropriety or prejudice. She is

joined for such interest as she may have in the relief sought in this

application. No relief is sought against her save to the extent that this

Honourable Court may elect to appoint her as a supervisor in respect of the

supervisory relief claimed.

14.

15.

MA
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The Fifteenth Respondent is the SOUTH AFRICAN HUMAN RIGHTS

GOIIUISSION ("SAHRC"). The SAHRC bears the statutory responsibility to

investigate and to report on the obseruance of human rights, and to take

steps to secure appropriate redress where human rights have been violated.

The SAHRC is joined for such interest as it may have in the relief sought in

this application. No relief is sought against it save to.the same extent as

relief is claimed involving the Public Protector.

The Sixteenth Respondent is the AUDITOR€ENERAL. He bears the

statutory responsibility to audit and report on the accounts, financial

statements and financia! management of all national and provincial state

departments and administrations. He is joined for such interest as he may

have in the relief sought in this application. No relief is sought against him

save to the extent applicable in respect of the Public Protector and SAHRC.

The Applicants believe that the Auditor General has the skill and capacity to

devise and monitor a constitutionally compliant system for the timeous and

com.lption-free delivery of educational materials to all classrooms in the

public education sector in the right quantities and languages. This will have

the effect of greatly facilitating delivery of the right to basic education.

Service on all of the governmental Respondents will be made care of the

State Attorney in accordance with Rule 4(9) of the Uniform Rules of court,

and there will be service on the three Chapter Nine lnstitutions at their Cape

Town offices. They are cited as it is envisaged that they may be required by

this Honourable Court to play a role in the supervision orders being sought.

17.

18.
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19. Relief is being claimed against the First Respondent on the basis of the

Constitutional obligations of the national executive, including those

contemplated by sectionsT (2) and 100 of the Constitution, in terms of which

it may intervene in provincial administrations by assuming responsibility for

obligations such as those contemplated in section 29(1)(a) of the

Constitution. This has been done by the national executive in respect of the

education departments of the provinces of Limpopo and the Eastem Gape,

due to non-fulfilment of educational obligations in these two provinces.

Relief is being claimed against the Second to Thirteenth Respondents on the

basis of their constitutional and statutory obligations in relation to the delivery

of the right to basic education.

STANDING

The Applicants respectfrrlly submit that they enjoy standing to bring this

application on a number of grounds, namely:

21.1. in terms of section 38(a) of the Constitution of the Republic of South

Africa Act 108 of 1996 ("the Constitution") in their own interests as

concemed educators;

21.2. in terms of section 38(b) of the Constitution in the interests of all

school going children under the age of eighteen years whose rights

21.
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to basic education are being infringd and who, by reason of

ignorance of their rights, indigence and other logisticat and practical

impediments, are unable to sue in their own names;

22.

23.

21-3. in terms of section 3g(d) of the ConstituUon as pereons acting in the

public interest, having regard to the broader interests of society in

the provision of basic education as required by section 29(1)(a) of

the Bill of Rights.

INTRODUCTION TO THE RELIEF CTAIMED

This applicaUon daims relief which is of nation-wide application and binding

on allof the Respondents, to the extent set out more fulty herein beloar.

The Applicants focus the relief they claim pursuant to the obligation of the

State to respect, protect, promote and fu|fi!, inter alia, the right to basic

education on the following vitaltopics:

23.1. age appropriate Early Childhood Development ("ECD') programmes

and services;

23.2. mother-tongue medium education during the primary- and

intermediate school years;
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23.3. timeous supply and delivery of adequate quantities of text books and

relevant teaching materials in appropriate languages in all schools;

23.4. the professionalization of teachers.

The Relief Glaimed

24. The Applicants have been advised and verily believe that all persons,

including children, in South Africa enjoy an unqualified right to a basic

education and that the state is f;ailing to meet the obligations imposed on it

by section 29(1Xa) of the Constitution, as read with sections 1,2, 6(2),7(2),

9, 10, 12(2),28(2) 30, 195(1) and 237 oJ the Constitution, to afford a basic

education to all South African children, particularly those from impoverishecl,

historically disadvantaged communities who find themselves in schools that

are categorised by the education authorities as being in the lower three

quintiles of public scfrools. South African schools are divided into frve

'quintiles', according to their poverty ranking, witr the poorest schools being

included in quintile 1 and the least poor school, in quintile 5. I annex hereto,

marked "EP 3a", a chapter trom the South African Child Gauge ("Ghild

Gauge") 2OO8|2OO9, entitled "Addressing quahty through scfioo/ fees and

sc*tool fundingf, by Ms Katharine Hall and Ms Sonja Giese, (at pages 35 -
40 of the publication), as produced by the Children's lnstitute at the

University of Cape Town, and which sets out more fully how the allocation of

a school to a particular quintile is determined. I also annex hereto, marked

"EP 3b", a confirmatory affidavit by Katharine Hall, confirming her

%
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compilation and/or cc.authoring of the report contained in annexure "EP

3a", as well as the reports contained in annexures *EP 12", "EP 13" and

"EP 14", that follow below, and which are published in the Child Gauge.

Applicants contend in this regard that:

25.1. the quality of education delivered by the state fails to equip the

majonty of leamers in South African public schools with sufficient

literacy and numeracy skills to describe them as "basically

edueated', with the result that they are denied social mobility and

remain trapped in poverty. This applies in particular to those leamerc

who attend schools falling within the lower three quintiles of public

schools - most of which schools are in 'township' and rural areas

and are attended by Ieamers who come from a previously

disadvantaged backg round;

25.2. the state has failed to ensure that delivery of text books and teaching

materials takes place on time and in adequate quantities in

appropriate languages in all public schools in South Africa. As a

result the process of education is impaired, with a concomitant

infringement of learners' rights, where delivery is either short, or late,

or non-existent, or in the wrong language. This is a systemic problem

which has been litigated in some provinces, but which now has to be

properly and systematically addressed.

%
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25.3. the quality of instruc'tion ree,eived by many leamers in public schools

is inadequate. The state has failed to take reasonable measures, to

deal with this problem by improving teacher training or development

and properly managing teachers, with the result that learners' rights

to basic education are infringed;

25-4. there is an unacceptably hagh level of teacher absenteeism and a

lack of teacher professionalism and accountability at many public

schools. The state has failed to take reasonable measures to deal

with this problem, with the result that learners' r(;hts to basic

education are infringed, or at best, not promoted as they should be

under section 7(21 of the Bill of Rights read with the accountability

and responsiveness fuundationalvalues prescribd in section 1(d) of

the Constitution;

25.5. the best interests of minor children, as protected under section 28,

read together with section 29, of the Constitution, require that they

be given mother-tongue medium education for at least the first six

years at school. The state has failed to take reasonable measures to

promote the development of previously marginalised indigenous

languages, as required by section 6 of the Constitution, and to

ensure that all learners are given an adequate grounding in their

mother-tongue language so as to ensure optimal cognitive

development, with the result that their rights to basic education are

infringed;

M,
4
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26.

25.6. in terms of section 195(1) of the Constitution, the efficien[

economical and effective delivery of basic education requires that

formal scfrooling be preceded by age appropriate ECD programmes

and services designed to prepare young children for school. The

state has failed to take reasonable measures to make these services

available to all learners, particularly those from impoverished,

historically disadvantaged communities. The effect of leamers

starting sctrool without the benefit of ECD is highly deleterious to

their progress and success, and such learners frequenfly experien@

difftcutty'catching up" with those more advantaged peers, who have

experienced the benefit of ECD, and they often never do as well

scholastically;

25.7. despite a letter of demand having been sent to the First Respondent,

as weJl as to the Second to Eleventh Respondents, setting out the

above issues and invitirg the relevant parties to discuss the mafter

and a way fonvard, no response was received other than an

acknowledgement of receipt of the lefter of demand from a few

Respondents.

The Applicantrs accordingly seek the relief set out in the Notice of Motion to

address these infringements of the various relevant Constitutional rights,

which relief comprises:
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28.1. the declaratory relief specified in prayers 2.1 to 2.6 aimed at

identifying the infringements of fundamental rights or shortcomings

in constitutionally compliant service delivery;

26-2. the mandatory relief specified in prayer 3, dirccting the relevant

Respondents to take steps to address reasonably, accountably and

responsively, the identffied infringements and/or failures, which relief

is broadly framed and non-prescriptive so as not to trespass on the

proper domain of the executive;

26.3. the supervisory relief specified in prayers 4, 5 and 6 aimed at

ensuring due compliance with this Honourable Court's order.

ln the latter regard it is submitted that, given the magnitude and scale of the

supervision required, it would be both desirable and practical to engage a

superuisory body or bodies other than the Court, in an attempt both to avoid

burdening the Court and to allocate the supervisory role to Chapter Nine

lnstitutions perhaps better suited for the task.

THE JURISDICTION OF THIS COURT

I am advised and therefore submit that this Honourable Court has tenitorial

jutisdiction over the Respordents in terms of section 19(1Xb) of the

Supreme Court Act, 59 of 1959 ("the Supreme Court Act'), on the basis that

they are joined as parties to a cause in which this Honourable Gourt has

27.
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jurisdic{ion, because the seat of Parliament is situated in Cape Town and the

Westem Cape Education Department is also situated in Cape Town.

THE APARTHEID LEGAGY IN EDUCATION

The promulgation of the Bantu Education Ad 47 of 1953, the Coloured

Person's Education Act47 of 1963 and the lndian Education Act 61 of 1965

served to force mct schools for 'black' learners (the reference to 'blac-k'

leamers includes ffican, lndian and Coloured learners), previously run by

missionaries, to register with the state, allorving the government of the time

to take over confrol of the educational cuniculum of 'blacK leamers, both

financially and with regard to the content thereof. These three Acts

entrenched separate schooling of the rac€s according to the race

classifications in the Population Registration Act 30 of 1950. Separate

education was extended to tertiary education by the Extension of University

Education Act 45 of 1959, which prevented 'black' students from attending

white universities and which created separate'tribal' Universities.

The inferior education curriculum that was implemented for'black' learners,

was underpinned by the Nationalist Party sentiments as argued in parliament

by a National Party MP, JN le Roux: *fSchools] should not give the

natives an academic education, as some people are prone to do. lf we

do fltis we shall later be burdened with a number of academically

trained Europeans and non-Europeans, and who is going to do the

manual labour in this country? ... I am in thorough agr@ment witfi the

29.
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view that we should so conduct our schools that frte native who

atteads flrose scftools will know that b a grat xtent he must be the

labourer in the countryr.,-"

The aforementioned Education Acts brought about a separate and unequal

system of 'black' education, whereby'blaclC learners were denied the same

ac@ss to educational resources and opportunities, as enjoyed by white

leamerc.

Discriminatory educational spending on a 'blac{<' child's ducation was

entrenched by the stipulations of the Exchequer and AuditAmendment Act 7

of 1955, which created a separate Bantu Education Account, reguiring that

African education had to be funded ftom the general poll tax collected fronr

Afiicans, whereas white education was funded from the General Revenue

Account. Despite the abolishment of the separate account in 1972,

discriminatory spending remained in place to the extent of one-tenth of the

money spent on a white child's edumtion being awarded to a 'black' child's

education.

The aforementioned discriminatory financial spending allocation ensured a

vastly inferior education for 'black' learners, in that a lack of funds translated

into:

32.1. poor salaries for 'blaclC teachers and ultimately a drop in teacher

ffainees to the extent that by 1979,82,2o/o of 'black' teachers and

31.
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69,5% of '@loured' teachers had less than a matriculation

qualification; whereas no white teachers fell into this category;

32-2. over-crowded classrooms, and high leamer-teacher ratios of up to

56:1 resulted in a system of double sessions of teaching whereby

the same class was repeated each day fortwo sets of learners;

32.3. a lack of sufficient and adequate textbooks;

32.4. poor infrastructure whereby:

32.4.1. 30% of the'black'schools had no electricity;

32.4.2. 25o/o sf 'black' schools had no running water and less than

half had plumbing;

32.4 -3 - the school buildings were dilapidated;

and as a result:

32.5. poor school attendan@, a high dropout rate and poor school

performance.

32.6. surveys showed that in 1970, 90% of white learners went to

secondary schoo!, while onty 160/0 of African leamers entered

ffi
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secondary school. By 1980 this had risen to 35% of Aftican leamers

proceeding to secondary school.

32-7. ln 1982 there wereT?501 'black' students registered for matric, of

which only 53olo passed the grade. This is opposed to 94o/o of white

candidates passing matic that year.

This discriminatory allocation of funding for education in South Afrie

resulted in a failure on the part of the government to deliver quality education

to 'black' children. Being by far the majority of schoolgoing children, 'black'

children were effectively denied the opportunity of proceeding to secondary

school, universities and colleges that could uttimately lead to a better life.

lnstead these children remained caught in the poverty hap and were socially

and economically marginalised.

The above practices of discriminatory funding and quality of education

ofiered to different sectors of our society, has been invalklated by the

Constitution, whereby "feJveryone has the ight to a basic education".

OVERVIEW OF THE CRISIS IN SOUTH AFRIGAN EDUCATION

The phrase "education crisis" has become a term of art in South Africa,

popular shorthand for the multifaceted dysfunction of the country's public

education system. Events which have unfulded during ilre last two years

point to looming systemic failure, which, in my carefully considered opinion

u.
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as an educator, must surely follow inevitably, failing concerted and urgent

action to stop the rot and turn matters around.

An indication of the nature and magnitude of the crisis may be gleaned from

the various problems which have beset the Department of Basic Education

("DBE'), including:

36.1. the need to place two provincial education departments, namely

Umpopo and the Eastem Cape, under national government

administration in 2011, in terms of section 100 of the Constitution;

36.2. unrest in the Eastem Cape overthe dismissal of temporary teachers;

36.3. a spate of litigation against the state which has been spawned by

education-related grievances such as nondelivery of infrastructure,

inadequate teac*rer provisioning and non-delivery of textbooks;

36.4. the highly-publicised scandals in Limpopo conceming text book non-

delivery and corruption in text book procurement;

36.5. the disruption of schooling at many schools in the Northern Cape

where leamers are being used as political pawns and prevented

from attending schoo! as part of a protest stratagem ainred at

broader service delivery issues.

ffi,d
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Against this bac*drop it should come as no surprise that the outputs of the

system are hardly satisfactory. The results flowing from the 2011 Annual

National Assessment ("ANA 20111 of leamers in grades 1 to 6, and the

results flowing from the 2012 Annual National Assessment (*ANA 2012")

which included learners in grade 9 - which I deal with in detait below -
reveal a disfurbing incidence of illiteracy and innumeracy in our primary and

high school leamers.

And, lest there be complacency on the grounds that our neighbouring African

countries show similar results, I annex hereto, marked "EP 4", the South

Afiican indicators, compared to those of its neighbouring countries, extracted

ftom The Global Competitiveness Report 2013'2014 ("GCR"), produced by

the World Economic Forum ("YUEF"), and wtrich evaluates and compares

the economic competitiveness of 148 countries (the full report is available to

the Respondents at www._weforum.org). I refer herein only to the 4h piltar,

which deals with health and primary education, and the Sth pillar, which deals

witr higher education and training (secondary and tertiary education), and

the quality of higher mathematics and science education. Below I quote the

rankings for South Aftica and a few of its neighbouring countries, out of the

1tE countries evaluated in the GCR:

38.1. South Africa is ranked 133'd for primary education, and 146h for

higher education and haining. The quality of mathematics and

science education at the higher education level in South Africa is

ranked last at 148th;

38.
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38.2. Botswana's rankings are 67rh for primary education, 65th for higher

education and 92nd for hpher maths and science education;

38.3. Lesotho's rankings are 99h for primary education, 73d for higher

education and 105th for higher maths and science education;

38.4. Svrraziland's rankings are 62d for primary education, 81tt for higher

education and 9't"t for hlgher maths and science education; and

38.5. Zimbabwe's rankings are 63d for primary education, 42nd lor higher

education and 63d for higher maths and science education.

A further perusal of this report shows that South Africa tared decidedly worse

than most of its neighbours in terms of primary education rankings. I refer to

the foltowing rankings in the 4rh pillarfor primary education:

39.1. Botswana:67

39.2. Kenya:89

39.3. Lesotho:99

39.4. Madagascac 126

39.5. Malawi:122

39.6. Mauritius:47

39.7. Namibia: 110

39.8. Swaziland:62
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40.

39.9. Seychelles:49

39.10. South Africa: 133

39.11. Zambia:82

39.12. Zimbabwe:63

I deal now in more detail with the various problems mentioned above which

have besieged the DBE in recent years.

NationalGovernment lnterventions in Eastern Cape and Limpopo

On 3 March 2011 the national government exercised its powers under

section 100(1Xb) of the Gonstitution to intervene and assume responsibility

for the executive obligations of the Eastem Cape Education Deparfnent

(''ECED') in order to maintain essential national standards of education in

the province. I refer in this regard to:

41.1. annexure 'EP 5", being a copy of a report posted on the ECED

website on 3 March 2011 regarding the placing of the ECED "under

administration";

41.2. annexure "EP 6", being a transcript published on the website of the

newspaper Times Live, of an interview conducted by journalist Chris

Baron with the Minister of Basic Education ('the lUiniste/') on 1

Apnl2O12 regarding the administration of the ECED.

41.
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42_ As appears from annexure "EP 5", the national govemment intervention was

necessitated by inefficiency and maladministration in the ECED,

overspending on budget, dissatisfaction over the termination of temporary

employment of teachers (purportedly) due to lac-k of funds, and the decision

of the authorities to suspend tre school nutrition and scholar transport

programmes,' leaving flrousands of pupils h u ngry and sttanded.o

ln his 2012 State of the Nation speech President Zuma refened to the

education intervention in the Eastern Cape, saying: Last yar, national

goverilrrent instifirterc a S*tion fiql)@) inbruention to improve the

&livery of ducation. Prcblems includd non-delivery of textbooks,

non-papent of schobr tansporf excess teacherc and a general poor

culture of learning and teaching.'

The interview with the Minister, reproduced in annexure "EP 6", contains a

number of ffank admissions, including the fact that

4.1. the national govemment had not been able to 'deal with .., the root

of the problem", namefi teacher deployment and management in

the ECED, specifically the inability to match teachers with learners;

43.
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44-2. as at 1 April 2012, pupils in the Eastem Cape had not yet received

their books for the 2012 school year because "flre province didn't

have enough money to buy 6ooks for every child';

44.3. the ECED has a "huge infrastruc'ture backlog";

4.4. the failure of national government to ac-t more quickly and decisively

in response to knorarn problems going back years, *That's why

cabinet said we didn't act with fie necessary decisiveness fo

deal with problems when they presented themselves."

On 5 December 2011 the national govemment intervened in terms of section

100(1Xb) of the Constitution and assumed responsibility for the obligations

of five departments of the Limpopo Province, including the Limpopo

Department of Education ("LDE") on the grounds of a financial crisis.

I refer in this regard to annexure "EP 7", being a copy of an article published

in the City Press newspaper on 22 January 2012 dealing with the auditor-

general's report into the state of Limpopo's affairs, in which:

46.1- reference is made to the Limpopo province being "nearly R 3 billion

in the red''

46.
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46.2. the LED is named as one of the key hansgressors;

46.3. reference is made to the fact that state procurement in Limpopo was

"riddld widt comtption and inqularitias'and to the fact that the

LDE could not provide supporting documents for more than 600

contracts worth more than R 150 million and where auditors could

not determine whether 27 public works contacts had been awarded

legally or what their value was;

46.4. refrence is made to the revelation by the LED that it had failed to

order textbooks because of a lack of funds, "Meanwhile the

Umpopo education depailment rcvealed for the firct time why

no boofts were ordered: itwas out of cash."

The Applicants are mindful of the fiact that there is a wealth of information

available that needs to be marshalled and kept within reasonable limitations

in order both to the assist this Honourable Court in determining the issues in

this case and to enable the Respondents to deal with an appropriately

factual matrix upon which decisions can be made and common cause

reacfted, having regard to the fact that these are motion procedings.

The Applicants have been advised that the most effective and economical

way in which to present the detaild factual background to their case is to

plaoe before this Honourable Court the portion of the chapter "Education" in

the three most recent South Africa Surv

48.
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produced annually by the Souh African Institute of Race Relations

("sAlRR").

Only those portions in the Education chapters in the SAS publications that

deal with basic education are relevant in these proceedings. ln as much as

the surveys rely upon official statistics, their syntheses of these statistics is a

relatively concise way of presenting the facts without burdening this

Honourable Court with extensive official and other documentation. This

documentation is a source from which the relevant facts and figures have

been extracted by expert analysts in the employ of the SAIRR. I accordingly,

annex hereto, SAS 2011, marked *EP 8", SAS 2012, marked'EP 9'and

SAS 2013, marked oEP 10", the three most recent Education chapters of

SAS insofar as they relate to basic education. I have omitted the parts of

these chapters that relate to higher education, as this case is not direc{ly

concerned with access to higher education. I also annex hereto, marted "EP

11", a confirmatory ffidavit by Jonathan Snyman confirming his compilation

of the SAS chapter on Education.

The aim of putting these three extracts before this Honourable Court is to

enable the Court to get a sense of the highly dysfunctional state of basic

education in recent years and to be apprised of the announcements and

interventions of the Second Respondent and her staff in relation to

developments year by year. The Second Respondent has the opportunity of

contesting the information in the above-mentioned surveys, allegedly

50.
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supplbd by her department and of explaining the concessions and

admissions made by her, as recorded in the said surveys.

ln the introduction to the Education chapter in SAS 2011, on pages 421 -

424, Mr Snyman highlights several critical realities in the South African

education system:

51.1. the ANA 2011 results revealed a decline in grade 3 literacy from

36% to #o/o, and in numerErcy from 35% to 28Yo, since 2OO7; [refer

to page M5 oJ the SAS 2011 report, "EP 8"]. ['Literacy' and

'numeracl/ performance is defined as the proportion of leamers who

achieved 307o and above in the language and mathematics tests];

51.2. research by the Gentre for Development and Enterprise indicated

that "Soudt African leacherc spead less fhan tr/o of frieir

teach i ng ti me i n class each week, many often bun king classes;

51.3. reasons for the decision by the Minister to intervene in the

administration of the ECED were amongst others, 'a non-

functioning school nufrition pr9gnmmq a lack of monitoring

and evaluation, poor financial management, a lack of transport

for pupils, and ovenll poor management", and the dismissal of

4000 temporary teachers, leaving many students without teachers;

and

M^
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51.4- concerns were raised by the director general of basic education

about the lack of teacher accountability, and the recognition that

many teachers did not understand the subiects they were teaching

or how to teach the subject material. On page ffi7 of the SAS 2011

report, "EP 8", under the heading "Teacher qualifications", it is noted

that the large increase in 'qualified'teachers from the 1990's to 2005

onwards, is attributiable to qualifications being awarded during the

1990's to previously unqualified teachers, on the "principle of

rccognition of prior leaming'-

Noteworthy with regard to the literacy results refened to above, was the

increase shown in the performance of grade 3 leamers in 2012, to 52o/o,

where learners were tested in their home language (reEr to page 471 of the

SAS 2013 report, "EP 10"). These positive results support tre Applicants'

appeal fior mother-tongue education.

ln the SAS 2012, "EP 9", on page 453, under the heading'Pupils who leam

in their home language, 2070", it is recorded that only a quarter to a third of

leamers speaking African languages receive education in their home

language; and that while only 7o/o of learners speak English, ilYo of leamers

choose English as their prefened language of learning. This is possibly as a

result of the lack of education being offered in the home language of many

leamers, as well as the result of the perception of many parents that

choosing English as the preferred language of leaming for thelr children is

ph
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'the better option'. These issues are addressed below in the section

discussing mother-tongue education.

As a check on the work of the SAIRR I have considered the Children's

Access to Education and Nutrition chapters of the Child Gauge. I attach,

marked "EP 12". pages 98 to 107 of the 2013 Child Gauge, from which

statistical information was drawn from statistic.s obtained by South African

General Household Surveys. Wonisome figures conceming child hunger,

stunting, wasting and under weight, as well as details of children's access to

education, are set out on these pages and should be regarded as

incorporated in this ffidavit.

The equivalent pages for the years 2012 and 2O11, being pages 94 to 97 in

resped of the 2012 Child Gauge, annexed hereto, marked "EP 13"; and

pages 95 to 99 in respect of the 2011 Child Gauge, annexed hereto, marked

"EP 14", are of equal importance in this regard. I understand that the graph

on page 99 of the latter document is different to that on page 103 of the 2013

document, (in "EP 12"1 bxause of a change in the question asked in the

general household survey after 2008. lt is neverEreless apparent ftom the

statistics analysed by Katherine Hall of the Children's lnstitute at the

University of Cape Town, that the percentage of children of tender years who

attend an ECD facility is far lowerthan it could and should be.

The Applicants have been advised that courts of law do not make policy and

that the function of the oourt in a mafter sucfi as this is simply to adjudicate

55.

56.
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on whether the laws, conduct and policy implementation are of a nature that

is consistent with the Constitution.

ln this regard the Applicants rely on the provisions of section 2 of the

Gonstitution, whic*r lay down that "law or conduct inconsistent" with the

Constitution is invalid "and the obligations imposed by it must be fulfilled".

The obligations of the state under the Bill of Rights are that it "must respect,

protect, promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights' lsection 7(2) of the

Constittrtionl. ln terms of sections 8(1) of the Constitution the Bill of Rights

applies to all law and binds the legislafure, the executive and all organs of

state. The specific provisions of the Bill of Rights that will be relied upon in

argument are section 9(1), 10, 12(2), 28(2) and most frequently, section

2e(1)(a).

ln relation to mother-tongue education, section 30 of the Bill of Rights, as

well as section 6 of the Constitution, will be used in support of the argument

of the late Professor Neville Alexander that mother-tongue based education

is a neoessary condition for the realisation of the right to basic education.

Professor Alexander rsas the moving spirit behind this application and

prepared an extensive report shortly before his death, which I will refer to

below. Professor Alexander succumbed to lung cancer before he was able to

confirm his report on oath. lt is nevertheless of such cogency that I am

advised that it would be appropriate to admit it in evidence in this mafter,

58.
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despite the fact that the learned Profussor is no longer with us to confirm the

ftuits of his labours on oath.

60. The four discreet issues which are identified in this application are:

60.1. the promotion of early childhmd development;

60.2. the utilisation of mother-tongue education as a condition for the

realisation of the rightto basic education;

60.3. the promotion of professionalism among educators in South Afiica;

and

60.4. the timeous provision of appropriate support materials in the

applicable languages in he classrooms of the public scfrools in the

land.

It is not the applicants' case that a "magic bullet solution" is possible in the

crisis in basic education but we do contend tnt if constitutionally compliant

shategies and steps are not put in place to address these four issues

constructively and appropriately, the crisis in education will continue and be

exacerbated by any fuilure to address them.

62. The Applicants have sought extensive advice from various experts and I

have annexed their reports and opinions to this affidavit in order to assist this

Honourable Court in coming to a decision in relation to the form that

61.
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supervisory relief ought to take once the answers adduced on behalf of the

Respondents are taken into consideration.

The supervision that a structural interdict provides is, with submission, the

most practical and useful way of ensuring constitutional compliance in the

future and of securing delivery by the state of the right to basic education

which ought to be enjoyed by everyone and is not being delivered on a

wholesale basis to 'black' leamers who find themselves in township and rural

schools, which were formally the domain of the Deparbnent of Bantu

Education or Homelands.

The Applicants have endeavoured to engage with the Second Respondent

and with the MECs for education and copied the Thirteenth Respondent in

on the overture made in August 2013. A copy of the Applicants' attorney of

record's letter to the Second Respondent, without attachments, is annexed

hereto, marked 'EP 15". No substantive response has been received to the

letter, either from the Second Respondent or from any other quarter.

Ed ucation-related Litio ation

Section 27;

Secfron 27 is a public interest law centre that uses and develops the law to

advance human rights. lt instituted the following litigation with regard to the

texbook crisis in Umpopo:
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65.1. Following the media hype surrounding the textbook crisis in

Umpopo, Secfion 27, together with two co-applicant Limpopo

schools, launched an urgent application in May 2012 to compel the

Umpopo Deparfnent of Education ("LDE') and the DBE to procure

and delivertexbooks to all schools in Limpopo.

65.2. The failure by the DBE to comply with the original court order, as

well as with a subsequent settlement agreement which was also

made an order of court, forced Section 27 to approach the court

again in September 2012for the following relief:

65.2.1, declaring that the DBE was in contempt of the previous two

court orders;

65.2.2. compelling the DBE to procure and deliver the outstanding

textbooks;

65.2.3. requiring the DBE to provide monthly reports to the court on

the progress of such procurement and delivery compliance;

and

65-2.4. requiring the DBE to develop catch up plans for grade 10

learners.
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65.3. Secfibn 27 were granted relief in all of the above, except for the

submission of compliance reports as this would be ineffective

considering the DBE undertook to comply with the final delivery of all

textbooks by 12 October 2012, which was so close to the end of the

academic schoolyear.

65.4. Although Limpopo and other schools across the country still

experience non-compliance with timeous delivery of textbooks by the

DBE and their relevant provincial education departments, the

importance of the outcome of Sec0bn 27's litigation, and, in

particular, the order granted to develop a catch up plan for grade 10

leamers, shows that courts are prepared to grant tailor-made

renedies to ensure the effective protection and enforcement of

fundamental righb where existing traditional remedies do not

provide sfficient redress. This accords with the approach of the

Constitutional Court in Fose v Minister of Safety and Securily

1es7(3) sA 786 (cC).

Equal Education

Equal Education is a community and membership-based organisation

working for equality in South African education. ln 2012, after campaigning

for two years requesting the Minister (of Basic Education) to publish

minimum norms and standards for school infrastructure, represented by the
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Legal Resources Centre, it embarked on litigation, to enforce compliance

from the Minister. Egual Education's case was bolstered by the publication of

the National Developrnent Plan 2030, by the National Planning Commission,

which calls for the departmenfs school infrastructure guidelines to be

legislated to ensure that they are adhered to.

ln its court papers, Egual Education quotes statistics fiom the National

Education lnftastructure Management System Report ('NEIMS'), published

by the DBE in May 2011. The report notes that of the nearly 25 000 public

scfiools in South Aftica, the maiority of schools are required to function and

impart basic education to its leamers under the following shocking

conditions:

67.1. \3 544 schoob still do not have electricity, while a further 804

schools have an unreliable electricity source;

67.2. 2 401 schools have no water supply, while a further 2611 schools

have an unreliable water supply;

67.3. 913 schools do not have any ablution facilities while 11 450 schools

are still using pit latrine toilets;

67.4. 22 938 schools do not have stoc*ed libraries, while 19 541 do not

even have a space for a library;
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67.5. 21 O21 schools do not have any laboratory facilities, while only 1 231

schools have stocked laboratories;

67.6. 2703 schools have no fiencing at all; and

67.7. 19 037 scfrools do not have a computer entre, while a further 3267

have a room designated as a computer oenfre but are not stocked

with computers.

A setflement agreement was entered into between the parties, whereby the

Minister agreed to release a draft Norms and Standards documenL however,

after failing to meet various extended deadlines, Equal Education had no

altemative but to retum to court on an urgent basis to compel the Minister to

oomply with her undertaking. On 11 September 2013, the Minister published

a new Draft Norms and Standards for public comment.

Centre for Child Law

The Cenfre for Child Law was established to promote the best interests of

children in our community through education, research, advocacy and

litigation. Represented by the Legal Resoures Centre, it instituted the

folloring lifuation in respect of vacantteaching posts in the Eastern Cape:

69.1. ln March 2013, it successfully obtained a court order against the

Eastern Cape Edumtion Department (..ECED"), to fill vacant

teaching posts in 17 severety short-staffed schools. Horever, failure

69.
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by the ECED to comply with the order, necessitated the applicants'

retum to court in June 2013, for a further court order compelling the

provincial and national education departments to pay outstanding

teachers' salaries, to appoint temporary teachers as permanent

teachers ard to fill vacant teaching posts in the Eastem Cape.

Leqal Re&urces Centrc

The Legal Resources Centre instituted the following litigation in respect of

the eradication of mud schools in two cases, namely the Seven Schoo/s

case and lhe Amasango case:

70.1. !n the Seven Schools case the Legal Resources Centre identified

several mud schools with a lack of access to water and poor

infrastructure, of which seven schools were prepared to legally

confront the Education Department.

70.2. The litigation was based on:

70.2.1. the constitutional right to a basic education and on several

provincial and national policies aimed at eradicating mud

schools;

%
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70.2.2. the failure of the education Department to respond to their

corespondence ard requests with regard to the provision of

proper school buildings and infrastructure; and

70-2.3. the lack of transparency in the Education Department in its

plans for the upgrading of the above.

70.3. The parties signed a memorandum of agreement whereby the

government committed to replace inadequate educational stuctures

nationally over the next three years. The provincial education

department was instructed to erect temporary sEuctures for the

seven schools within two months, until permanent sclrool buildings

could be built (some of whictr the permanent structures have since

al ready been cornpleted).

70.4. The Amasango School in Grahamstown was originally operating

from shipping containers, and thereafter in abandoned railway

buildings. Despite sevenal requests to the Eastern Cape Education

Department to provide proper school buildings for Amasango, no

progress was made in this regard. Litigation was embarked upon

and legal argument was based on the fact that the failure by the

government to provkle adequate facilities for Amasango was a

violation of the requirement placed on the govemment to provide

appropriate and adequate education for all children.
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70.5. The court heH that the Eastem Cape Education Department's failure

to provide appropriate and adequate school facilities lor Anasango

is'unconstiMional, unlawfrrl and invalid". The aforesairl Department

was ordered to implement a plan to improve the school and to

provide the Court with a progress report every thre months.

The afore-mentioned litigation indicates the reluctan@ on the part of the

national and provincial deparbnents to take the necessary steps to enable

basic education to be effectively delivered to all learners in South Africa,

often requiring applicants to return to the courts several times for further

urgent relief to compeladherence to the originalcourt orders.

Corruotion in Procurement

\Mllie Hofrneyer, Deputy National Director of Public Prosectrtions, in a

presentation to Parliament in October 2011 stated that between R25 billion

and R30 billion of govemment's annual prccurcment budget was tosl fo

comtpfion, inampetence and negligence. As the budget for expenditure on

education amounts to roughly 22o/o of the annual budget, it follows that the

losses are severe in the education sector, not only with procurement of

goods and seMces, but also on "ghost educators" who draw phantom

salaries.

72.
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73.

THE ACKNOVT'LEDGED NEED FOR URGENT INTERVENTION IN EDUCATION

The National Planning Commission ('NPC"), in its National Development

Plan 2030 ("NDP 2030'), annexed hereto, marked "EP 16", acknorledges

lhat[t]he South African education sysfem needs urgentaction. Building

national capabilities requires quality early childhood developmenl

Oasrb education, furfrrcr and higher education",

Early Childhood Developrnent

The NPC projects that by 2030 South Aftica will have nearly 2 million

children in the 4 - 5 years age group and just under 1 million 6 year-olds.

The NPC acknowledges and identifies the benefits of early intervention in

the lives of young children resutting in:

74.1. "better sclrool enrolment tates, rctention and academic

pefiormance;

74.2. higher rafes of high school completion; lower levels of

antisocial behaviour;

74.3. higher eamings; and

74.
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74.4. better adult health and longevity'.
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75. Curently, early childhood development services are mostly privately funded,

by "private for-profit operutors, community basd organisations and

large nongovemmenhl organisations (NGOs)". These services are,

horever, unevenly distributed and on the whole inaccessible or unavailable

to the most vulnerable poor children, especially in the ruralareas.

76. The NPC proposes that early childhood development be made "a top

priority among lhe masures lb improve the quality of education and

long-fe;rm prcspects of fufurc generutiorrs" and identifies the following

cenhl challenges for government to meet:

76.1. funding for infrastrucfitre and staff;

76.2. fraining for /rlachers

76.3. leamersupport materials and equipment

76-4. strengthening of support agencies

76.5. reaching the mostvulnerable children and families

76.6. ensuring hat departntents responsible for differcnt aspecfs of

early childhood development work togethen
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Further proposals include inter alia;

77.1. 2 years of compulsory quality preschool education before grade 1 ;

T1.2. standardise the guidelines, norms and standards for early childhood

development programmes;

77.3. improved state funding for the early childhood development

programmes; and

77.4. investment in and improve the qualifications of teachers in this area.

Successful early childhood development depends on a child receiving proper

nutrition, adequate health care, and having access to proper housing and

basic services, and adequate basic education- ln this regard, the NPC

recommends a "policy and prcgramme shift to ensure that the

Depailment of Basic Education takes the core responsibility for the

provision and monitoring of ECD. Other [govemmental] depaftments

should continue to provideservices in a supportive capacity*.

So far, none of the proposals made in respect of ECD in the NDP have

either been taken up, or acted upon, by the education and social services

authorities. lt is by no means clear which of ttre two authorities would be

responsible for the "policy in programme" shift as proposed by the NPC but it

appeafti that the NDP envisages trat core responsibility should become that

78.
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of the department of basic education. I am not aware of any steps that ought

by nont to have been taken to implement the recommendation made by the

NPC.

Simultaneously, and as part of lhe'Towards Camegie lll" conterence held in

September 2012, Michaela Ashley4ooper, the progmmme manager at the

Centre for Early Childhood Elevelopment and Eric Atmore, presented a

paper called "Early Childhood Development as a Strategy to Eradicate

Poverty and Reduoe lnequalff. I annex hereto, marked ,.EP 17", a copy of

the paperwhich dovetails perfiactly with the proposals of the NPC.

I have unfurtunately, as yet, been unable to secure the cooperation of either

author to depme to an affidavit confirming their expertise in the fi'eld, and

their authorship of the paper. tt was horever, presented at the conference in

September 2012 and contains information especially on nufrition, which is of

such great significance in the context of this application that it ought to be

admifted in evidence despite its hearsay nature- Should confirmatory

affidavits come to hand they will be delivered.

Basic Education

82. The NPC pinpoints the quality of school education outcome, as the major

shortcoming in basic education, and lists the main contributory factors being:

81.
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82-1. ohuman @pac@ wealrnesses in taching, management and

school support (district offices);

82.2. ilte language skills of leamerc; and

82.3. the lack of cooperation belween key sfalkeholdelts, pailicularly

unions and the government'.

At present in South Africa only half the number of leamers who enter the

schooling system complete the 12 year schooling perid. The leamers who

are dropping out, are greafly compromised in the quality of their future lifu-

and job opportunities.

The NPC identifies, inter alia, the following areas for immediate focus and

improvement:

E4.1. "Ensure that all sclrools meet minimum standards for

infrastrucfitrc and commit to progrwively upgrding each

school's infrastuc{lurc to meet optimum standatds;

U.2. Target no-fe schools when planning infnstructure to

compensate for resource deficits in communifi'es. Therc should

be well-equipped libraries, laboratori*, computer and media

cenfres to ensurethat leglrners in no-fe scrroors have access fo

84.
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similar taming resources to frteir counterpar' in ress poor
communities;

a3' Leamers' home ranguage shoutd De used .rs a medium for
instuction for ronger and Engrish intoduced much arrier in
frtefoundation ph*e,,;

and long-term goals indude:

84'4' ^rmproving ritency, numencylmafrtematics and science
outcomes;

a'5' lncrasing frte number of rqmerc erigibte to sfudy mafrtematics
and sciencsbased degrees at univasity;

84'6' tmproving peilormance in internationar comparutivesfudrbs,.
and

84-7. Rebining more leamets.-

85' The above proposats of the Npc as contained in the NDp have been
accepted as National Poticy by cabinet but have not, in any materiat
respects, been impremented or ac[ed upon by any of the rore prayers in the
public administration' This failure is continuafly prejudicing the capacity and

{3
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ability of the state to provide basic education as required by the law and the

Constitution.

PROFESSIONALISATION OF TEAGHERS

86. It is setf-evident that ff the right to basic education is to be properly realised it

will be necessary to put in place quality teacher education, development and

the creation of conditions in which the professionalisation of the teaching

profession is possible.

Profussor Esther Ramani and Mr Michael Mvian Joseph, both of the

Univercity of Limpopo, have written a paper supporting the

professionalisation of teachers in the form of an appeal to the courts to

assist.

I annex hereto, marked "EP 18", confirmatory affidavits deposed to by

Ramani and Joseph, dated 17 Novembec 2012, to which they have attached

their respective cunicula vitae and their joint paper which bears the title

"Quality teacher education, development ard profesionalization are

necessary conditionsforthe rcalisation of the rightto Dasrc eduqation".

87.

88.
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ln the said paper, a summary of the current situation of basic education is

briefly set out, as are the promises made by the department of education in

its strategic plan for 2O111o2014.

The authors sketcfr models for teacher professionalisation, which they

contend are applicable to post-Apartheid South Africa. The authors, Ramani

and Joseph, suggest strategies to promote teacher development and to

address policy confusions that have arisen in the recent past.

A Professor at Rhodes University with the lnstitute of Study in Africa, and an

expert in the study in education, Laurence Wright, is a contributor to the

book 'Soufh Africa's Education Cn'sis; Views from the Eastem Cape'. He

also edits the book. The Applicantrs have consulted him in this case because

he has identified what he calls "the appalling neglect of the teachers" as the

on+phrase answer to the question, \vtrat is wrong with South African

education7 I annex hereto, marked "EP 19", a confirmatory affdavit by

Professor Wright, deposed to in October 2012 to which he annexed an

abridged curiculum vitae and a copy of the chapter he wrote for the said

book.

ln the said chapter Professor Wright argues that teacher education is the key

to educational renewal in South Aftica and, in particular, he stresses the

need for rural teacher development, and is critical of the stuttiffing nature of

the effect of the teacher unions, specificatly, the South African Democratie

Teacher's Union.

90.
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93. Professor Wright discusses the impasse in the Eastem Cape education

department and its effects on the delivery of basic education in that province,

which is now under the administration of oentral government insofar as the

delivery of basic education is concerned. He suggests long-term remedies

via investing in the education aM development of teacherc but feels that

comrption may stymie constructive intervention.

THE I]IiPAGT OF THE UTIGATION IN THE EASTERN CAPE AND LIMPOPO ON

THIS APPLEANON

The education-related crtses refened to above have focused on discrete

issues, such as mud schools (Amasango), teacher plarements (Centre for

Child Law), delivery of text books (Secfibn 27y, and the absenoe of norms

and strandards for infrastructure (Egual Education). Wth the exception of the

Equal Education case, which seeks relief, which would apply nationally, the

other education cases have allconcemed localised provincial issues.

ln this application, by contrast the Applicants seek relief of national

application on a broad conspectus of issues, all related to, and aimed at

securing, constitutionally compliant delivery of basic education.

94. lt is submitted that the need for relief of national apptication is self-evident it

is not only desirable, but indeed essential, that the crisis in education be
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and effective use of resources, as contemplated in section 195(1Xb) of the

Constitution.

This application raises pertinently the crucial question of whether or not the

right to basic education in Section 29(1)(a) of the Constitution is subject to

progressive realisation, as the Minister has asserted in her answering

affidavit in the Equal Education case.

The Applicants contend, on the basis inter alia of Constitr.rtional Court

authority in the Juma Musjid eAf (8) BCLR 761 (CC)) case, that the right to

basic education is unqualified and not subject to progressive realisation as is

the case with some other socio-economic rights in the Constitution. This is a

matter for argument and wil! be dealt with at the stage of argument. I raise it

here in order to highlight the fundamental deficiency in the approach adopted

by the Second Respondent in earlier litigation concerning the right to basic

education.

lf indeed the Minister is under a misapprehension in this regard, as appears

to be the case, it is imperative that greater clarity be obtained from this

Honourable Court in order to prevent the state from seeking refuge behind

the concept of "progressive realisation" and compelling it to address the

problems in education delivery without delay and with the necessary priority

and urgency.

96.
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THE NEED FOR AN ORDER BINDING AT BOTH NATIONAL AND PROVINCIAL

LEI/ELS OF GOVERNITIIENT

As I have mentioned above, two provincial education departments have

already been placed under national govemrnent administration in terms of

section 100 of the Constitution. lt is possible that more such interuentions will

follow. Even if this does not occur, it is submitted that it is appropriate that

the relief claimed in this application be binding at both the national and the

provincial levels of govemment in the interests of efficient, economic and

effective use of resources which must be promoted in terms of section

195(1Xb) of the Constitution, and also in the interests of a comprehensive

and coherent plan to address the deficiencies in the delivery of basic

education. The urbanisation and dislocation of rural communities, as well as

of other communities in educationally dysfunctional provinces will follow, at

great human cost, if solutions are not rolled out across the land.

L]TERACY AND NUMERACY

99. It is well documented that South African public school leamers have

exhibited consistently poor performance in a variety of local and intemational

tests in literacy and numeracy.

100. ln 2OO1|2OO2 the Department of Education performed the Systemic

Evaluation at the Foundation Phase, which involved testing a random

%
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sample at 5o/o (almost 54 000) of Grade 3 leamers in the country, drawn from

all regions in each province and including learners from urban, rural and

farm schools. I annex hereto, marked 'EP 20', a copy of the executive

summary of the official report on the Systemic Evaluation at foundation

phase, released in 2003 ("the 2003 SE Report') together with the Findings

on Leamer Performance set out in paragr:aph 5.3 of the 2003 SE Report. As

is evident from these extracts from the 2003 SE Report:

100.1. the national average score achieved for numeracy was 3Oo/ol

100.2. the national average score achieved for literacy was 54% (broken

down into 68% for listening comprehension and 39% in reading

comprehension and writing), revealing a marked deficit in reading

and writing competence.

101. Sight should not be lost of the fuct that averages hide the poor pefformance

at the lowest end of the scale. As the graph in paragraph 5.3 of the 2003 SE

Report shows, there were significant concentrations of leamers scoring well

below 30o/o tor numeracy, notably in the Northern Cape, Limpopo and North

West Provinces.

102. ln 2005 the DeparUnent of Education performed a similar study in respect of

approximately 34 000 grade 6 learners drawn from all the provinces and

ineluding pupils from urban, tournship, rural, remote rural and farm areas. I

annex hereto, marked *EP 21", a copy of chapter four of the Grade 6

@n
dl
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lntermediate Phase Systemic Evaluation Report 2005 ("the 2005 SE

Reporfl), which sets out the results for leamer achievement in language

(i.e., the language of learning and teaching or'LOLT"), mathematie and

natural sciences. As appears fiom paragraph 4.1of the 2005 SE report, that:

102.1. the national avetage score for language was 38o/o;

102.2. the national average score for mathematics was 27%;

102.3. the lowest provincia! average s@res were approximately 2oo/o for

mathematics and less than 30% for language (Limpopo), while the

highest provincial average s@res were only 4Oo/o for mathernatics

and less than 60% for language (Westem Cape).

103. As appears ftom figure 4.2 of the 2005 SE Report, 63% of learners failed to

reach the achievement levels in language set out in departmenfs cuniculum

assessment guidelines, while 9% only partially achieved the required level.

As appears from figure 4.6 scores in language were lowest in rural and

remote rural areas, being below 30%.

104. Figure 4.8 of the 2005 SE Report shows that 81% of learners failed to

achieve the required levels as set out in the departnent's cuniculum

assessment guidelines, while 7o/o of leame/s only partially achieved the

required level.
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105. Simply put, the majority of learners were not performing at the required

levels in mathematics or language-

201 1 Annual National Assessments

106. ln February 2011 the Department of Basic Education administered the first of

the Annual National Assessments'ANA 2011" to almost 6 million learners

in primary schools throughout South Africa. All learners in grades 2 to 7

were tested, the focus being on levels of learner performance in grades 1 to

6. I annex hereto, marked "EP 22n. an extract from the ANA 2011 Report,

which includes the results of leamers in grades 3 and 6, with the stated

intention being that grade 9 results wilt also be reported from 2012 onwards.

107. The Minister writes in her foreword lhal, "The ANA 2011 Repoft provides

firct national bxeline to benchmark annual targets and achievement

lowards realising the desired 6096 threshold of learnerc mastering the

minimum Literacy and Numetacy competencias by the end of Grade 3,

6 and 9 r*pectively. " The 60 0/6 threshold is a reference to the target set

by President Zuma in his 2ffi9 State of the Nation address, that by 2014

607o of leamers in Grades 3, 6 and g should perform at an acceptable level

in languages and mathematics.

@A
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108.1. the nationalaverage s@re for literacy in grade 3 was 35o/o;

108-2. the nationalaverage score for numeracy in grade 3 was 28o/oi

108.3. the national average s@re for languages in grade 6 was 28o/o;

108.4. the national average score for mathematics in grade 6 was 3Oo/oi

108.5. the lowest and highest provincial average scores for literacy in grade

3 were 27 olo (Mpumalanga) and 43olo (Western Cape) respectively;

108.6. the lowest and highest provincial average Scores for numeracy in

grade 3 were 19 o/o (Mpumalanga) and 360/o (Western Cape)

respectively;

108.7. the lowest and highest provincial average scores for languages in

grade 6 were 20 o/o (Mpumalanga) and 4Oo/o (Wetem Cape)

respectively;

108.8. the lowest and highest provincial average scores for mathematics in

grade 6 were 25 olo (Mpumalanga and Limpopo) and 41o/o (Westem

Cape) respectively.

109. The graphs in figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 (at pages 23 - 24 of the report) indicate

that there are vast numbers of learners achieving scores of less lhan2OYo on

all of the tests.

ffa
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110. Figure 11 read with table I (at page 30 of the report), which deals with grade

3 literacy results, shows that:

110.1. the national average of grade 3 learners who failed to achieve at

least 35% for literacy, was 53o/oi

110.2- 670/o of grade 3 leamers in Mpumalanga, 66% in Northern Cape,

63% in North Wbst and 61% in Limpopo tuiled to achieve at least

3Solotor libracy;

110.3. the national average of grade 3 leamers who aciieved 50% and

over for literacy was only 31% (of which 1 1% achieved over 7oo/o);

110.4. in the lryest scoring province (Mpumalanga), only 18% of grade 3

bamers managed to achieve 50% and over for literacy.

111. Figure 12 (at page 31 of the report), which deals with grade 3 numeracy

resufts, shows that:

111.1. the national average of grade 3 leamers who failed to achieve at

least 35Yo fur numeracy, was 66%;

%
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1'11.2. 83o/o of grade 3 leamers in Mpumalanga, 81o/o in Limpopo and North

West respectively, TS o/o in Northem Gape and 71o/o in Free State

faaled to aclrieve at least 35% for numeracy;

111.3. the national average of grade 3 learners who achieved 50olo and

over for numeracy was only 17Yo (of which only 5 016 achieved over

7Oo/o);

111.4. in Mpumatanga and Limpopo respectively, only 60/o of grade 3

leamers managed to score 50% and over for numeracy.

112. Figure 13 (at page 31 of the report), which deals with grade 6 language

results, shows that:

112.',. the national average number of grade 6 leamers who failed to

achieve at least 35% in languages, was 7Ao/oi

112.2. 85% of grade 6 leamers in Limpopo and Mpumalanga respectively,

83o/o in North West, 80% in Free State andT0o/o in North Cape failed

to achieve at least 3506 for languages;

112-3. the national average of grade 6 leamers who achieved 50o/o and

over for languages was only 15 Yo (of which only 3% achieved over

7Oo/o);

*&
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112.4. in Limpopo, Mpumalanga and North West only 6% of grade 6

leamers and in Free State only g% of grade 6 learners managed to

achieve 50% and over for languages.

113. Figure 13 (at page 31 of the report), which deals with grade 6 mathematics

results, shows that:

113.1. the national average number of grade 6 learners who failed to

achieve at least 35% in mathematics, was 69%;

113.2. 83% of grade 6 leamers in Mpumalanga, 82Yo in North West, 80% in

Limpopo, 74o/o tn Free State and 73o/o in North Cape failed to

achieve at least 35% for mathematics;

113.3. the national average of grade 6 leamers who achieved 50% and

over for mathematics was only 12 o/o (ot which only 3% achieved

over 70%);

'113.4. only 4o/o of grade 6 learners in North West, 5 o/o in Mpumalanga, 60/o

in Umpopo, 97o in Eastern Cape and 10o/o in Free State managed to

achieve 50o/o and over for mathematics.

'114. Abo revealing are tables 10 to 13 (at pages 33 and 34 of the report), which

show the number of schools "clearly struggling and clearly showing promise"

per quintile. Schools defined as "clearly struggling" are those where 95%o or

ffim
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more of the leamers failed to achieve at least 35o/o, i.e. performed at the "not

achieved" Ievel in the tests. lt is clearly evident from these tables that:

'114.1. the majority of "clearly strugglingn schools are located in the lowest

three quintiles (in terms of socio+conomic status or "SES");

114-2. at grade 6 level, the majority of schools in the first three quintiles,

and a significant number in the fourth quintih, are "clearly

sfuggling", both in terms of mathematics and languages;

114.3. in certain provinces, most notably North West, a vast majority of all

schools are "clearly sEuggling" in both mathematics and languages

at grade 6 level.

115. The results of the 2011 ANA are, to say the least, disturbing. Even the DBE

was forced to concede (at page 6 of the report) that "... the quality of breic

education is still well below what it should be..- Even the best

prcvincial figurc ... 46% lor Grude 3 litetacy in wstem cape, is well

below what can be considered accepbble,'and to admit (at page 5 of the

report) thal, "under-pertorrnance in schools, xpecially scfiools seruing

the poorest communitie.s, is a widely acknowledged prcblem."

116. Based on my professional experience as an educator, I am of the view that

there is very little prospect of tte 7lo/o of grade 6 learners, who could not
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achiene 35o/o for language in 2011, being able to pass matric. In short, they

are likely to emerge from schoolfunctionally illiterate.

1'17. f n September 2O12, the Department of Basic Education administered the

second of the Annual National Assessments ("ANA 2O12'l to over 7 miltion

leamers from more lhan 24 000 schools, in grades 1 to 6, and now including

grade 9. I annex hereto, marked "EP 23o, an extract from ANA 2012, which

includes the results of leamers in grades 1 to 6 and 9.

118. The Minister states in her foreword that the grade 9 results can now be used

to establish the "national benchmark bywhich to measure bnguage and

Mafltematics achievement levels at the end of fhe Senior Phase", as

was done with the ANA 201't results of leamers in grade 1 to 6.

201 2 Annual National Assessments

119. lt is once again confirmed in ANA 2012 that "ft]fie improvement of frie

qualfi of basic eduation has been identified as flie top priority of the

South African Govemment on which the Depaftment of Basic

Education (DBE) has to delivef', towards realising the 2014 target of at

least 60% of leamers in grades 3, 6 and 9 achieving acceptable levels of

Literacy and Nurneracy competency, which, in terms of the Curriculum

Assessment Policy Statements ("CAPS") means obtaining a test mark of at

least 50% or higher.

ffi,fr
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120. ln 2011 all learners were tested in the language of learning and teaching. ln

2012 barners in the foundation phase (grades 1 to 3) were tested in their

mother-tongue, and in the intermediate and senior phases (grades 4 to 6,

and 9), tests were administered in Ure home language and first additional

language.

121. Comparative average percentage marks achieved forAl{A Language tesb

in 2011 and 2012 br grade 3 arg indicated in the table below (refer lo p2 of

ANA 2012):

121.1. End of Foundation Phase (srade 3)

GRADE LANGUAGE20ll HOME LANGUAGE
2012

3 35 52

There is a marked improvement of 17Yo in the grade 3 language

results; however, a direct comparison is cautioned because of the

2012 language test being administered in the learners' mother

tongue.

%
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121.2. End of intermediate Phase (qrade 6J and end of Senior Phase

(srade 9)

GRADE I-ANGUAGE
2011

HOME LANGUAGE
2012

FIRST
ADDITIONAL

LANGUAGE 2012

6 28 43 36

I ) 43 35

" Grade 9 tests were notwritten in 2011.

89. Once again, a direct comparison betrreen the ANA 2O11 and2Ol2language

results is cautiorred due to the tests being administered in the home

language, and/or the first additional language in ANA 2012.

90. lmprovements are indicated in all grades. lt is noted that a higher result is

achieved when learners are tested in their mother tongue.

91. Comparative avemge percentage marks achieved for ANA Mathematics in

201'l and2012 in grades 3, 6 and 9, are indicated in the table below (refer to

p3 of ANA 20121:

GRADE MATHEMATICS
2011

MATHEMATlcS
2012

3 28 41

6 30 27

I :* 13

" Grade I tests were not written in2011.
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92. Although the average mathematics results achievedin?Ol2 in grade 3, have

shcnryn an improvement, the average peroentages achieved in 2012 in

grades 6 has dropped by 3o/o, and is still well below the a&quate or higher

achievemenf levels in terms of CAPS.

The average mark of 13olo for the grade 9 mathematics results is particularly

alarming, considering that grade 9 is the end of the senior phase, allowing a

child to leave school and enter the job market.

The reality of the above resulF is more dearly understood when looking at

the percentage of leamers who are achieving 50% or more, and thus

reaching lhe adequate or higher achievemenf levels in terms of CAPS (refier

to pages 24 - 25 of ANA 2012). The resutts below show those for grade 3

(end of Foundation Phase) and for grade 6 (end of lntermdiate Phase):

*Grade 3 leamers were only tested in their home language in2O12

93.

94.

94.1.

fA

GRADE ISNGUAGE
2011

HOME LANGUAGE
2012

FIRST
ADDITIONAL

LANGUAGE2Ol2

3 31 57 *

6 15 39 24



GRADE MATHEMATIGS
2011

MATHEMATICS
2012

3 17 36

6 12 1',,
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95. Grade 3 results fend of Foundation Phase) (refer to pages 38 - 40 of ANA

20121;

95.1. The grade 3 mathematics resulb show a significant increase between

2011 and 2012 testing. Although the results show that a third of grade 3

leamers are achbving 50% and above, further detailed analysis of the

results also shovrr that about a third of these learners obtained resulb

between 0 -29o/o.

95.2. ln terms of the language results, nearly two-thirds of grade 3 leamers

achieved 50% and above, with approximately 19o/o of these learners

obtaining results between A -29o/u
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96. Grade 6 results (end of lntermediate Phase) (refer to pages 41 - 43 of AM

20'12);

96.1. The grade 6 mathematics results showed very little change between

2011 and 2012, with 11 olo achieving 5Oo/o and above, and

approximately 65% achieved between O -29o/o.

96.2. ln terms of the home language results, 39o/o of grade 6 learners

achieved 50% and above, with approximately SOVo of these leamers

obtaining results between 0 -29%.

96.3. Results for grde 6 first additional language shor 24o/o adieving 50%

and above, and approximately 43% achieving resulb between 0 -29Vo.

Grade 9 results (end of Senior Phase) (refer to pages 45 - 46 of ANA 2012);

97.1. The grade 9 mathematics results shol that the average mark was

13%, with 2,3o/o achieving 50% and above, and 92o/o of leamers

obtaining results between O - 29a/o.

97.2. Results for grade t home language tests shour an average of 43%, with

approximately 25o/o obtaining results between O * 29o/o.

97.
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98.

97.3.

65

The results for grade g first additional language tests show an average

of 35%, wilh 42Yo of learners obtaining results between O -29o/o.

I am given to understand that it is the intention of the DBE to publish the

ANA 2013 report on the 7n of January 2014. I will obtain a copy and

consider its contents with a view to possibty supplementing this affidavit by

the introduction of further allegations arising from the ANA results for 2A13

which, if history is anything to go by, are likely to further confirm that delivery

of the right to basic education is not being respected, protected, promoted

and fulfilled by the state on a massive scale that requires redress on an

urgent and focussed basis.

Conclusion

99. The ANA 2012 Report concludes that the results confirm the impac{ of

several factors, such as socio-economic, demographic and historical

realities, on the education system. Consistently poor performances were

evident amongst leamers in the lower poverty quintile schools, as well as in

rural and historically disadvantaged provinces.

100. ln light of the 2012 results, the Report recommends an acceleration and

consolidation of the DBE's current strategies of providing workbooks to

leamers to promote regular written work; and that the implementation of

Early Childhood Development programmes be strengthened, especially in

the poor sectors of the population.
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101. Nothing concrete has ben done to address the recommendations in the

Report.

1O2. \Mrilst I ac-knowledge and understand that it is the function of the legislature

ard executive to respectively formulate and implement education policy, and

that it does not lie in my moutr to dictate solutions to the manifest problems

which have been identified in relation to literacy and numeracy, I

nevertheless beg leave to place before this Honourable Court, annexed

hereto, marked "EP U", the affidavit of Margaret Caroline Long, deposed to

on 27 October 2012. in which she identifies and confirms a paper written by

her called 'Toward socia/ funSormation: Addrcssrhg Wverty and inequality

in the Southern African educationalcontexf.

103. ln the said paper, Ms Long identifies a model for system assessment which

she has adapted from earlier research and which consists of three

overlapping components, which she identifies as monitoring, professional

development and the formative components. The paper is critical of the

failure to formulate any coherent and effective response to the needs of

leamers, despite 15 years of concerted testing.

104. Ms Long is also critical of the failure to support leamers and teachers in the

classroom. That is evident from the analysis of the situation in the education

system at present

MA
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105. Ttre analysis by Ms Long, is tendered in evidence in this matter as a means

of showing that there are policy altematives available to the Respondents

which are capable of addressing poor policy choices of the past, or, where

implementation of good policy is lacking, the proper and constitutionally

compliant implementation in such a manner as to respect, protect, promote

and fulfil the right to basic education from whicfr learners can secure their

human dignity and by which their prospects of achieving equality are

promoted among other rights guaranteed to them in the Bill of Rights.

106. As regards the perpetuation of inequality via primary school inequality in

South Africa, I refer to the work of Nicholas Spaull of Stellenbosch

University, who delivered a paper at the "Towards Camegie lll Conference"

held in Cape Town in September 2012. The title of the paper is "Povefty &

Privilege - Pimary Schoo/ lnequality in South Nrica" and it is annexed to the

confirmatory afhdavit by Mr Spaull, which was deposed to on 17 September

2012, and annexed hereto, marked "EP 25".

107. Mr Spaull concludes that those schools which served predominantly white

students during the Apartheid Era remain functional while those which

served 'black' students remain dysfunctional and unable to impart the

necessary numeracy and literacy skills that should be acquired in the basic

education system.

108- Mr Spaull identifies what he calls the bimodality of student performance

whic*t he argues means that there are in fact two different basic education

%
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sysbms in South Africa that are most easily identified when splitting student

performance by former department, language or socio+conomic status. He

uses the Southern and Eastem Africa Consortium for Monitoring Educational

Quality ("SACMEQ lll") data set to analyse the modelling of student

perficrmance separately for the weatthiest 255 of sdrools on the one hand,

and the poorest 75Vo, on the other. This approach reveals stark differences

in the factors influencing student performance, which are both large and

statistically signifi cant.

109. Mr Spaull points out that observing averages in South African education

(whiclt is what the Respondents tend to do) is uniquely misleading and over-

estimates the educational adrievernent of the majority of students in the

bifurcated system.

110. Mr Spaull concludes that modelling a single schooling system when there

are in fact two school systems, can lead to spurious results and misleading

policy conclusions.

111. The crisis in literacy education in South Africa is analysed and discussed by

the director of the project for the study of altemative education in South

Africa at the University of Cape Town, Carole Bloch , in a paper called

*LooWng back, looking forwards: Facilitating reading and writing

oppodunities for children in South Africa", annexed hereto, marked "EP 26"-

Ms Bloch is a multi-lingual education expert and has deposed to a

confirmatory affidavit on 7 November 2012 to which she has annexed her
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cutriculum vitae, marked UCB 2" and her said paper, marked "CB 1". Ms

Bloch observes that she has found liftle evidenec of implementation of any

poliry promoting mufti-lingualisrn and the development of African languages

as contemplated in the Constitution and the Language in Education Policy of

1997. She analyses the effec't on leamers of sritching over to English and

stresse the need for promoting reading as a means of achieving literacy

among learners of tenderyears.

112. Ms Bloch concludes that if a "reading culture" is not promoted, most young

South Aficans f;ace, in the best of all possible scenarios, a mediocre

education.

MOTHER TONGUE BASED BI. OR i'IULTILINGUAL EDUCATION SYSTEM

113- Afthough our Constitution entrenches equalrty for all South Africans as a

basic human right (which indudes education and language equity), our

education system perpetuates the legacy of inequality in that it continues to

benefit Afiikaans and English speakers and effectively denies African

language speakers education in their primary language of communication.

114. Considering that teaching in the classroom is mainly done through the

medium of language, fhe succelts of this interaction is determined by the

efrectiveness of the communication lf the ommunication is ineffective,

the tansfer of knowledge, ideas and thoughts is ineffective, I annex hereto,

marked "EP 27", an affidavit deposed by Michelle Hayley October on 2
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August 2013 to which she has annexed her cuniculum vitae and a paper

entiUed, "Medium of lnstruction and its Effect on Maticulation Examination

Resulfs for 2000, in Westem Cap Secondary Schoo/s", in whictr the effects

of mother tongue education on mafic resutts, for English, Afrikaans and

Xhosa-speaking leamers in the Westem Cape, is analysed.

115. The subjects that show similarly high performan@ results are the first

language subiects (i.e. English, Afrikaans or Xhosa). This is the subject that

the leamers are taught in their mother-tongue. ln the other academic

subjects, such as mathematics aM science, leamers who received

instruction in a second tanguage, had markedly lover results, than their

counterparts who received instrudion in their npther-tongue. There is clearly

a conelation between the level of proficiency in the language of leaming and

the academic results - the higher the level of linguistic proficiency, the higher

the academic result.

116. The discourse on language policy encompassers both language in education

and language in the public domain. I annex hereto, marked UEP 28", a

report" entitled "l-anguage Policy in Education 1994 - 2009 in a nutshell",

and another, entitled "Mother tongue based education is a necessary

condition for the rcalisation of the right to basic education", marked "EP 29".

As stated above, the late Professor Neville Alexander, who passed away

before he was able to depose to an affidavit confirming his work, drafted

these two reports. The reports were in semi-final draft form by the time he

succumbed to lung Gancer in July 2012. Professor Alexander was an expert

fr&
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on language of instruction and was attached to Project for the Study of

Alternative Education in South Africa, (PRAESA), at the University of Cape

Town.

117. Professor Alexander identifies the following specific issues at macro-

linguistic level requiring redress in the postApartheid era in order to facilitate

a non-racial, liberal democratic dispensation, thereby empowering all

citizens:

117.1. "The overwhelmirry dominance of English and Afikaans in the public

sphere, especially in public administation, the workplace and education;

117.2. The deliberate 'underdevelopment' of the indigenous African languages;

117.3- The sense of poweflexness (colonised mind) of the speakers of Afican

languages, including low-sfafus or non-staMard varieties of Afrikaans;

117.4. The stereotyping and often also stigmatising coincidence of language,

colour and class; and

117.5. The low levels of litency in

associafed lack of a culture

languages."

Soufh Afican languages and the

reading, especially in the Afican

all

of
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118. Probssor Alexander stresses that it is important to realise that language

policy is an important part of public policy, and that the Govemment's failure

to appreciate this, has led to its failure to date to effectMely integrate and

promote African languages in the public domain and to address language in

our education system, and, in particular, mother-tongue education.

119. 'Mother-tongue'is defined as the language learned by children and passed

from one generation to the next. "Ihrb tongue becomes an ine*apable

source of identity in the world and embeds the infant in a paftemed wold of

cuftural beliefs, tmditions, cusfoms, ituals, efc-" For the purposes of

education, this would be the language with which the child is most familiar,

when entering formal education, between the ages of 4 to 7 years.

12O. The relevant legislative provisions dealing with language policy in our

education are, inter alia:

120.1. Section 29(1)(a) of the Constitution grants every citizen an (unqualified)

right to basic education;

120.2. Section 2g(2) of the Constitution grants every citizen the r(trht to receive

education in the in the official language or languages of this/her choice in

public educational institutions where that education is reasonably

practicable;

ta
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120.3. Section 6(1) of the South African Schools Act &4 of 1996 (School Acf),

which empovvers the Minisbr to determine norms and standards for

language policy in public schools; and

120.4. The language in Education Policy document, dated 14 July 1997, which

was drafted in terms of section 3(a)(m) of the National Education Policy

Ad 27 of 1996; and the Norms and Standards Regarding Language

Policy, published in terms of section 6(1) of the Schoo! Act. I annex

hereto, marked "EP 30", a Gopy of this policy document.

121. The above legislation stipulates, inter alia:

121.1. Mother-tongue based schooling for as long as possible during a child's

schooling;

12'1.2. Dualand/or parallel medium sdrools;

121.3. Sign language as a tweffi official larguage;

121.4. Teacher eduetion and professional development, in line with the

requirements of offering mother tongue based education.

122. The Language in Education Policy document acknowledges that although

there is a wide spectrum of opinions on the conect approach to multilingual

education, it is clear that:
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122.1. lwlhichever route is followed, the underlying pinciple is to maintain

home language(s) while providing acress to and the effective acquisition

of additional language(s)."

And that,

122.2- "h]ence the departmenfs position that an affiitive approach to

bilingualism is to be seen as the normal orientation of our language-i*

ducation policy."

And turther that,

17.2.3. the right vesting in the indMdual to choose the language of learning, in

terms of section 29(21of the Constitution, has to be "exercised within the

overall framewo* of the obligation on the education system to promote

multilingualism."

123. Professor Alexander contends that section 29 of the Gonstifution efiectively

requires the State to provide a mother-tongue based bi- or multilingual

education system. He base his contention on the argument that "basic

education presupposes meaningful leaming or epistemological, as opposed

to merely nominal, access to education".
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124. lt has been well--established both nationally and intemationally that children

should be educated in their mother-tongue, either throughout their schmling

career, or at least for the first 3 to 6 years of their primary school education,

during vrrhich stage a secondary language is introduced along-side the

mother tongue. The switch to the secondary tanguage as the medium of

instnrction should only take plae one the chikl has achieved second

language instructional competency. Educationalists agree that no child

should be taught only in a language other than the mother tongue, unless

such chiH has acquired 'second larguage insfructionalcompetency'.

125- Professor Alexander indbabs further that sfudies have shorrm that cttiHrcn

who receive early edrmtion in their mother-tongue, prior to switching to a

secordary laqguage, achieve better scholastic results due to their gre,-ater

understanding of the conffi beiqg taught and their ability to actively

participate in their hamirU envirsurert Reoeivtrp mother-tongue education

is of even greater importance in poorer households where parents are often

illiterate and there is a dearth of books and leaming materials, and no

computerfacilities.

126. HCItrever, the reality is that very few children are being taught in their

mother-tongue, due to mother-tongue education not being made available to

most children and due to parents droosing to send their chiHren to a school

in their vicinity teaching in the dominant medium, believing this to be the

better solution.

%
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127. Despite the legislative requirements being placed on the Government to

provide mother-tongue education, it has to date only paid lipservice to this

undertaking, in that realrty reveals that:

127.1. ChiHren are foroed to change to a secondary language before they have

reached instructional competency in that language;

127 -2. Bilingual teacher training and professional development is virtually non-

existent, and most teachers indicate that as their training takes place in

English, they are unable to teach in another language;

127.3- There is a huge lack of appropriate reading and learning support material

being produced in Afiican languages. This problem is closely related to

the ecpnomic reality of publishing companies only publishing learning

materials that the Education Department will purdrase from them.

128. ln his reports, Professor Alexander develops the argument that mother-

tongue based education is a necessary condition for the realisation of the

right to basic education, not only on the basis of laws and policies of South

Africa, but also in the light of international experience, particularly, in

Mauritius.

129. Margaret Alison Oren-Smith Lofiell is an edumtional advisor to and

manager of the Home Language project which is a public benefit

organisation which was initiated by concerned parents in a group of English-



medium former model C schools in Johannesburg in 2001. Ms OwerSmith

has irientified problems relating to language as a major contributor to the

uMer4erformanoe among 'black'leamers in these former model C schools.

She has written a paper called "Overcoming inequality in South Afiica

through mufti-bilingual education: A set of teaching methodolqies". I annex

hereto, marked "EP 31", an aftdavit deposed by Ms Orven-Smith on 18

October 2012 to which she has annexed her cuniculum vitae and file said

paper as well as a second paper, called "A multi-bilingual approach to

teaching Foundation Phase (Grades 1 - 3) numeracf. ln both papers the

virfues of multibilingualism are erplained and extolled and the gulf between

national language poliry and its implementation are explained.

130. ln the opinion of Ms Owen-Smith our national language in education policy

requires the development and maintenance of every leamer's home

language as a base fiorn whic*r to develop other languages. However, only

lip service is paid to this policy; in practice no real attempt has been made to

implement it. She concludes that the majonty of learners can only use their

own language for the firs't three grades, if at all, unlike their English and

Afrikaans minority counterparts. The result constifutes a serious social

injustice that is refleciled in the malfunctioning of South African social and

economic institutions at every level, in the opinion of Ms Owen-Smith,

131. ln short, Ms Owen-Smith's research reveals that language-wise, the majority

of learners are presented with the worst of all worlds when it comes to the

use of language in schools.
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132. A further expert in language in education who has been consulted by the

Applicants in their matter is Professor Vivien Kay Edwards, who is a

Profussor of language in education at the University of Reading in

Cambridge. She is an expert in literary in classrooms and has co-authored a

report entitled "African language publishing for childrcn: where next?" Jler

confirmatory affidavit, deposed to on 26 October 2012, together with her

abridged cuniculum vitae, and a oopy of the report are annex hereto, marked

,,EP 32".

133. ln particular, in relation to her opinion, I respectfully refer this Honourable

Court the section of the report entifled 'Education poliq/ which begins at

page 9 of the report and indudes at p 10 of the report, a quotation of the

Second Respondenfs stance in the mafter of the use of languages in

learning in teaching, as at Oc{ober 2009.

GROUNDS FOR URGENCY

1U. I am advised and verily believe that this application, to the extent that it is

brought in the public interest, is a matter which is deserving of promotion on

the rol! for hearing as a matter of semi-urgency.

135. The grounds upon which the Applicants contend that a semi.urgent hearing

on a date to be arranged with the Judge President and representatives of all

Respondents desirous of opposing, are as follows:
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135.1. The proper delivery of the right to basic education is of fundamental

importance in the lives of the children of South Africa;

135.2. The Bill of Rights requires in section 28(2) that the best interests of

children must be regarded as of paramount importance in every matter

concerning the drild;

135.3. The ongoing dysfunction in the basic education system, due to the

f;ailure to properly deliver the right to basic education, is having an on-

going deleterious effect on the numeracy, literacy and the overall basic

education of millions of children who find themselves in the approximately

80o/a of schools in the public school system that are cunently in

dysfunction;

135.4.. 74o/o of people who are unemployed are under the age of 34; statistic that

suggests that the employability of young South Africans is questionable

due to their illiteracy and innumeracy through no fault of their own, but

primarily because the quality of education on offer in dysfunctional

schools is such that they are incapable of tuming out basically educated

leamers;

135.5. The longer the dysfunction is allowed to continue, the more children will

be deleteriously affected by that dysfunction which in essen@ is

attributable to a systemic and ongoing fuilure on the part of the state to
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devise and implement constitutionally compliant policies, strategies and

practices that are capable of delivering the right to basic education.

CONGLUSION

136. ln all the circumstanoes I respectfully submit on behalf of the Applicants that

a proper case has been made out for the declaratory, mandatory and

supervisory relief claimed in the Notioe of Motion to whicft this affidavit is

annexed.

137. As regards the dechratory reliel I respectfrrlly submit ftat it is self-evident

that the basic education being delivered in the majonty of primary and

secondary public schools in the system in South Africa is so lacking and

dysfunctional as to justiff the granting of the declarator. Far too many

leamers, particularly those who are 'black' and in township and rural schools

are not emerging from the system with the literacy and numeracy skills that

constitute a basic education. Far too many matriculants in this category are

not actually functionally literate and are accordingly not susceptible to further

education at the level of post school education (as is evidenced by the high

drop-out rates at universities) and are not capable of holding down

employment that requires functional literacy of employees.

138. As regards the mandamus being claimed, it is the Applicants submission

that the granting of the mandamus relating to the four topics that are the

ffio
A
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subject matter of this application is the most appropriate way of moving the

First Respondent in the direction of complying with its obligations under

section 29(1Xa) of the Constitution, read with sections 1,2,6,9, 10,12(2),

28(2) and 30 of the Constitution.

139. lnasmuch as the public administration of urhich the education authorities

form a large part, is governed by the basic values and principles listed in

section 195(1) of the Constitution, read with section 237 of the Constitution,

it is submifted that the granting of a mandamus is an appropriate form of

relief in this application.

140. The supervision order claimed is however the most effective form of relief

available to the Applicants, inasmuch as it affords us the opportunity of

regularty monitoring the progress of First Respondent towards full

compliance with the various constitutional obligations invoked ln this

application.

141. The question has arisen as to whether it is appropriate for Chapter Nine

lnstihrtions to be hamessed for the purpose of acting as the supervision

agencbs in their capacities as instifutions promoting constitutional

demooacy.

142. I respecffirlly point out that the SAHRC has in the past conducted an inquiry

into basic education which is one of the hurnan rights guaranteed in the Bill

of Rights. The Public Protector's mandate extends to maladministration of all

%t
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kinds in the public administration, while the Auditor-General could be most

helpful in supervising the introduction of a system that in fiact ensures

comrption-free and timeous delivery of the conect quantities and language-

appropriate teaching materials in each and every classroom in the basic

education system.

143. Argument will be addressed in relation to whether supervision should

retained in the hands of this Honourable Court or delegated to the three

Chapter Nine lnstitutions, all of whom have been joined as parties in these

proceedings so that they can make their views known to the Court in relation

to the question of whether or not they feel appropriately equipped to fulfil a

supervisory role and, if so, on what terms.

14.r'. Should it franspire that the Chapter Nine lnstitutions do not have the capacity

or will to assist in a supervisory role, then supervision may have to take

place via the High Courts having jurisdlction over the various provincial

education depa rtments.

!n relation to the question of costs I respectfrrlly submit that all of the experts

whose reports are filed on record with this affidavit are entitled to be paid

their qualifoing expenses. I further submit that the gravity, enormity and

urgency of this matter justifo the engagement of the services of two counsel

and that the costs order in Applicants' favour should therefore include the

costs of the experts and the engagement of two counsel.

ffa
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EVELYN VU|LHEI.ilIINA PEASE

t certifi filat [rb atrdavit was s[ned ard swom to bofore me at Cap6 Town on this Ure 1ok Aay ot
November 2013, by the deponent who adcnortsdged that she lm6w and understood the contents of thls
affidavft, had no objection to taldng thls oath, considered this oath to be bhding on her oonscience and
uttered the folloring words: 'l swear lhat the contents of this affidavtt are both tue and oorect, so help me
God.'
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